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Training of psychologists and social workers

Human Supporters Association held a workshop for a group of new volunteers who
have recently joined the staff of HSA, as well as a group of psychologists and social
workers in order to train the team and prepare them to work together and integrate

them with the rest
of the staff
And the objectives of the workshop also is to create a team of psychologists and
social workers to work later as a teamwork and individual and group therapy, both
in Nablus and in the surrounding areas.

School Support 2014

The activities of School Support project have begun and as w mentioned before the
project will be
targeting nearly 130 children between the ages of 7-11 years old, male and female
There
are six teachers for the subjects,which includes Arabic, English language and
Mathematics,with two teachers for each subject. The teaching uses both methodical
and
motivational tools to get students learning to increase their educational and
psychiological level.
It is worth mentioning that the project targeting children from the Old City of
Nablus and surrounding areas , especially the kids with low results in schools ,
according to the crowded class rooms , and the short time of each class.

Puppets Workshop

HSA held a puppets workshop as part of preparations for the Eid festivals, where a
large group of interns and volunteers and staff of the association joined this work
shop to build these puppets.
And this workshop was under the supervision and guidance of the volunteer Ehab
Ghafari, and the results were fantastic and many of the beneficiaries were surprised
by these results and creativity that they did not expect that they will be carried out
by them

HSA on Focus

Saed Hinno 17 years old , in the senior year in high school in Nablus , one of the
most active volunteers in Human Supporters Association.
Saed joined HSA as a beneficiary in the Human Rights Theatre Project , which was
in 2011 and lasted for one year and a half .
After the project was over , Saed participated in many activities in the association
like Dabkeh (the traditional Palestinian dance) , and theatre , those tow activities
where interesting for him because the theatre and the acting are his hobbies , then
he became one of the most active and reliable volunteers in the association.
Saed said when we asked about the impact of being in HSA in his life : " HSA is
where I find myself , I have freedom of speaking , I can express myself ,being here
changed my perspective point to the life , I can build and plan my life with more
determination and confidance.
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